Blindsight refers to the rare ability of V1-damaged patients to perform visual tasks such as forcedchoice discrimination, even though these patients claim not to consciously see the relevant stimuli. This striking phenomenon can be described in the formal terms of signal detection theory. (i) Blindsight patients use an unusually conservative criterion to detect targets. (ii) In discrimination tasks, their confidence ratings are low and (iii) such confidence ratings poorly predict task accuracy on a trial-by-trial basis. (iv) Their detection capacity (d 0 ) is lower than expected based on their performance in forced-choice tasks. We propose a unifying explanation that accounts for these features: that blindsight is due to a failure to represent and update the statistical information regarding the internal visual neural response, i.e. a failure in metacognition. We provide computational simulation data to demonstrate that this model can qualitatively account for the detection theoretic features of blindsight. Because such metacognitive mechanisms are likely to depend on the prefrontal cortex, this suggests that although blindsight is typically due to damage to the primary visual cortex, distal influence to the prefrontal cortex by such damage may be critical. Recent brain imaging evidence supports this view.
INTRODUCTION
What accounts for the difference between perceptual processes of which we are consciously aware, and perceptual processes of which we are completely unaware? Blindsight is a classic neurological phenomenon that can shed light on this question [1] [2] [3] . Typically damaged in the primary visual cortex, these patients claim to have no conscious visual experience when static visual stimuli are presented to their subjectively 'blind' field. And yet, when required to guess the identity of such stimuli (such as discriminating between whether a horizontal or vertical grating pattern was presented), they can perform well above chance level.
This peculiar dissociation between subjective experience and the ability to perform visual tasks in blindsight is critical for our understanding of the nature of conscious perception. This is because, in most currently popular experimental paradigms for comparing conscious versus unconscious perception, task performance is typically a confounding factor. For instance, in masking experiments [4] , subjects usually perform visual tasks (e.g. discrimination) at a much lower level-often at chance level-in the 'unconscious' condition, where subjects do not consciously see the visual targets, whereas performance is typically higher in the 'conscious' condition. When we compare the two conditions, we do not know whether we are comparing different levels of conscious perception per se, or just different levels of processing capacity [5, 6] . On the other hand, in blindsight, there is above-chance task performance even when conscious visual experience is lacking. This means we can match task performance between blindsight and normal vision conditions when comparing the two [7] , sometimes even within the same subject (in cases where brain damage affects only part of the subject's visual field). This is one critical feature of blindsight, which makes explaining it a special challenge to any theory of conscious awareness.
Many studies of blindsight focus on identifying the neural correlates that reflect the phenomenon itself [8 -15] , and what structural damage and changes account for the abolition of conscious visual experience [16, 17] . These results have contributed to views that the primary visual cortex may be necessary for conscious visual experience [18] , and that subcortical processing may be essentially unconscious [19] . Currently, however, these correlates do not provide a mechanistic explanation of blindsight.
Here we adopt a different approach, and describe a potential explanation of blindsight based on signal detection theory (SDT) [20] and similar pioneering work by previous authors [21, 22] . We offer a systematic treatment of the multiple aspects of psychophysical performance in blindsight, and provide a computational framework under which these multiple aspects can be explained by a single mechanism. We then relate the putative computational mechanism to recent results in neuroimaging to discuss their implications.
(a) What needs to be explained? Although we are interested in the nature of the conscious experience in blindsight, this is hard to define clearly and is therefore less suitable to be the target of explanation for a formal computational theory. Fortunately, blindsight is a well-studied phenomenon. This means we can focus on certain patterns of behaviour that presumably reflect the disturbed nature of conscious awareness. These psychophysical findings can be cast within the context of SDT [20] .
According to SDT, subjects make decisions about whether or not a certain stimulus is presented based on noisy internal neural response distributions and the setting of a criterion to differentiate them (figure 1a). One key concept of the theory is that the criterion used to make the perceptual decision is mathematically independent from the capacity to detect the target in the presence of noise (i.e. signal-to-noise ratio, d 0 ), in the sense that the two are not necessarily correlated.
Because of the mathematical independence between criterion and d 0 , one way to characterize a critical aspect of blindsight behaviour is to say that despite having an above-zero d 0 (i.e. capacity to process visual signal and to perform visual tasks), blindsight patients may use an unusually conservative criterion for detection, which results in them saying 'no' nearly all the time to the question of 'do you see something?' or 'is there something presented?' This is sometimes taken as a trivializing interpretation of blindsight [23] , presumably because conventionally d 0 is meant to be the important measure in Figure 1 . (a) Basic signal detection theory (SDT) diagram for a detection task. Subjects make decisions based on a set criterion, answering 'yes' when the internal neural response exceeds the criterion and 'no' otherwise. Using the optimal criterion (dashed line) minimizes errors, whereas using a conservative criterion (solid line) causes the subject to answer 'yes' very rarely. (b) SDT diagram for discrimination task with confidence ratings. In addition to a decision criterion (solid line), responses are also broken down into 'low' and 'high' confidence based on whether the internal response exceeds the confidence criteria (dotted lines). (c) A schematic of the relationship between detection and discrimination (2AFC). Here, the probability distributions of the internal neural responses are viewed 'from above', represented by co-centric circles. The legs of the right triangle represent the decision dimension where detections are performed, whereas the hypotenuse represents the dimension for discrimination between A and B. Assuming that signals A and B are independent and uncorrelated, and that their detection sensitivities are identical, discrimination sensitivity should be equal to ffiffiffi 2 p times the detection sensitivity.
psychophysical experiments, whereas criterion is often seen as an unwanted subjective bias that could potentially contaminate measures of task performance, such as accuracy rate. Whereas it is true that measures such as accuracy (percentage correct) can be influenced by the criterion, this does not mean that the criterion is an uninteresting annoyance. If blindsight patients set their criterion for detection to be unusually high, then we need an explanation as to why this is the case. Another important aspect of blindsight is that-in discrimination tasks-even when blindsight patients perform at above chance level, they claim that they are merely 'guessing'. We can characterize this in terms of psychophysical measures, such as confidence ratings, subjective visibility ratings or post-decision wagering responses [22] , which are often collected in such experiments. In one study, we tested the well-known patient GY, whose damage to the primary visual cortex was largely restricted to the left hemisphere (affecting the right visual field) [15] . Although we matched for discrimination performance between the sighted visual field and the 'blind' field, GY still gave lower subjective visibility ratings for the blind field compared with the normal-sighted field. These subjective ratings can be generated by having appropriate confidence criteria within the framework of SDT (figure 1b). Therefore, once again, what needs to be explained is why blindsight patients use such unusually conservative criteria for high confidence.
The third essential psychophysical feature concerns type II capacity [24] , i.e. trial-by-trial correspondence between confidence ratings (or other subjective ratings such as visibility) and accuracy. In normal subjects, usually there is a fairly good correspondence, such that when they rate high confidence, they are more likely to be correct than when they rate low confidence. However, in patient GY, it was shown that the degree of this correspondence was reduced in the blind field when compared with the normal-sighted field, even when the discrimination task-performance level was matched between the two fields [15, 25] .
Finally, blindsight patients' d 0 is lower than what one would expect from their capacity to perform twoalternative forced-choice (2AFC) tasks. Although, in recent years, the term 2AFC has often been used to refer to discrimination tasks in general, in the psychophysics tradition, its usage is restricted to tasks in which the same two stimuli are presented in every trial and subjects are required to identify the spatial or temporal arrangement of such stimuli [26] . For example, a spatial 2AFC task may require the subjects to distinguish between these two alternatives: a grating pattern on the left and a blank on the right versus a blank on the left and a grating pattern on the right. Defined as such, it is known that for normal subjects, d 0 for 2AFC tasks has a principled mathematical relationship with d 0 for a corresponding detection task (such as detection of the grating pattern versus the blank, corresponding to the 2AFC example task mentioned above). Specifically, one would expect d 0 for 2AFC tasks to be roughly equal to ffiffiffi 2 p times d 0 for the corresponding detection task ( figure 1c gives the explanation). However, it was found that in blindsight patient GY, his d 0 for detection was lower than one would expect based on his performance in the corresponding 2AFC task [27] . This result has also been replicated in monkeys with lesions to the primary visual cortex [9] .
The list of psychophysical features described above by no means forms an exhaustive description of blindsight, which is associated with many other characteristic features [1] . However, we focus on these four features here because we consider them to be relatively central to conscious awareness. They can be summarized in less technical terms as follows. (i) Blindsight patients often say 'no' to the question 'do you detect something being presented?' (ii) When they successfully discriminate things, they seem to be just subjectively guessing, as reflected by the low confidence ratings they give.
(iii) Even when we divide these confidence ratings into groups of relatively high and relatively low, such ratings are not very meaningful in that they do not discriminate correct from incorrect trials as accurately as they do in normal subjects. They seem to be placing these ratings relatively randomly. Finally, (iv) their ability to detect things seems to be particularly poor, relative to their ability to discriminate things by forced-choice. We see from this that blindsight is not a phenomenon restricted to solely type I or type II tasks, but instead leaves psychophysical signatures of both types. With the aforementioned descriptions, even without knowing the exact phenomenology of blindsight, one can see that visual awareness is clearly disturbed in these patients; these seem to be the essential psychophysical properties that characterize a disturbance in conscious awareness. Explaining these four psychophysical properties certainly may not be equivalent to explaining consciousness, but it seems to be a good start. Below, we argue that these properties can be parsimoniously explained by a single metacognitive mechanism.
(b) A unifying account based on criterion setting As discussed earlier, two of the main psychophysical features of blindsight are related to criterion setting (figure 1a,b): in blindsight, subjects set their criteria for detection and confidence ratings in discrimination to be overly conservative. Here, we give an account of how the two may be related. We also give an intuitive account of how the same mechanisms may also lead to the other two features, namely, reduced type II capacity and lowered detection d 0 . Given the distributions of internal responses for each stimulus condition (e.g. target present versus target absent), and making certain assumptions regarding the probability of each condition (that they happen equally frequently, for example), one can determine an optimal criterion for maximizing accuracy in detection, i.e. one that maximizes payoff under an even payoff structure (figure 1a). Therefore, one possibility could be that subjects voluntarily choose not to use such an optimal criterion, or else they fail to compute this optimal criterion despite the information available. However, a more interesting possibility is that the subject is misinformed regarding the distributions of the internal responses. Note that the representations of the internal response distributions describe how one's internal neural response behaves statistically over time. Such awareness does not come naturally; one has to An SDT explanation of blindsight Y. Ko & H. Lau 1403 learn about it [28] . If one's representations of the internal distributions are not perfect, even if one tries to set an optimal criterion accordingly, then the criterion may turn out to be suboptimal.
Lau argued that this may be the case in blindsight: after a lesion to the primary visual cortex, the overall internal neural response reduces drastically [29, 30] . To achieve optimality, one must lower the criterion to match the new distributions (figure 2a). But if one fails to learn the new distributions and stubbornly continues to apply the old criterion, then the criterion used becomes too conservative.
If blindsight patients are indeed setting their detection criterion conservatively because they fail to represent the distributions correctly, then this would naturally explain their conservative criteria for high confidence. This is because detection and discrimination tasks are closely related (figure 1c); when the internal response for detection drops (after a lesion), the internal response for a related discrimination task drops accordingly. As in detection, if one fails to update changes in the distributions and sets confidence-rating criteria based on the old distributions, the criteria used will be too conservative. In this case, this leads to subjects rating low confidence too frequently (figure 2b). Therefore, a single account of suboptimal criterion setting owing to failure to update representations of internal response distributions can account for why blindsight patients are conservative in detection and under-confident in discrimination at the same time.
Let us now turn to the next feature: reduced type II performance in discrimination, i.e. that confidence ratings become less diagnostic of whether a discrimination response was accurate. In general, in normal subjects, high confidence trials are more likely to be correct. One can see this in figure 1b: trials that pass the criterion for high confidence are more likely to be correct trials; the overlap between the two distributions in these regions is low. On the other hand, the trials that fail to pass the criterion for high confidence (i.e. trials in the middle region) are less likely to be correct, because this is the region where there is much overlap between the two distributions, thus making it difficult to distinguish between the two stimulus possibilities. Therefore, given the two distributions and decision criteria, if a subject consistently rates high confidence to trials in the outer regions (far left and far right) and low confidence to trials in the middle, the subject's confidence ratings would be diagnostic of whether the discrimination was accurate. On the other hand, if the subject occasionally rates high confidence for trials that fall between the confidence criteria, i.e. in the middle region, and sometimes rates low confidence for trials in the outer regions, then the correlation between confidence and accuracy would decrease. But why would this happen? One possibility is that the confidence criteria are not stationary, but instead jittering around from left to right from trial to trial, as suggested by Azzopardi & Cowey [21] . Effectively, this would be occasionally taking trials from the outer regions to be low confidence (when the criteria happen to be far apart owing to jitter), and occasionally taking trials from the middle region to be high confidence (when the criteria happen to be close to each other); decreased type II performance could thus result from unstable confidence criteria.
At this point, it is important to note that nonstationary estimates are characteristic of learning. When trying to learn the optimal value of a variable, (ii) after signal reduction (lesion) Figure 2 . (a) A decrease in distribution mean necessitates criterion updating. Dashed dotted and solid Gaussian distributions represent internal neural response distributions for target absent and present conditions, respectively, whereas the dashed line represents the criterion used. An originally optimal criterion (i) becomes conservative when mean response strength for the 'signal present' distribution is reduced (ii). Such may be the case after a lesion to the visual cortex. (b) Another schematic depicting the relationship between detection and discrimination (here not necessarily 2AFC; hence the triangle is not rightangled). Overestimating the strength of the signal present distributions causes conservative detection criteria to be used (grey segments on N-S1 and N-S2 axes). In discrimination, this also causes confidence criteria to be placed further away from the decision criterion, as the distributions are represented as further away from each other (grey segments on S1-S2 axis, see also §2). This leads to more trials being classified as low confidence.
one strategy may be to adjust its value from its initial point to see if the results are desirable, and readjust according to the results of the previous step, and so on. Once the optimal value is reached, there is no more need for readjustment; the value becomes stable. Taking this into account, we offer the following possible explanation for jittering confidence criteria: in blindsight, subjects are, in fact, attempting to learn and update the representations for the new internal response distributions, although unsuccessfully. This could be because the brain mechanisms for optimal criterion adjustment may only be able to handle reasonably sized changes in the strength of the internal response. Drastic changes owing to lesions to the primary visual cortex, or perhaps damaged connections to higher cortical areas responsible for learning, could overwhelm the said mechanisms and cause them to fail to converge onto the optimal value; the jittering of the confidence criteria could reflect the mechanisms' continued futile attempts to achieve optimality. Just as conservative criteria for detection and discrimination confidence are closely connected (because they are both due to failure to represent the internal distributions correctly), jittering of confidence criteria for discrimination should also be coupled with jittering of the detection criterion (because the jitter is caused by failed attempts to update representations of internal response distributions, which will naturally affect both kinds of criteria). Detection criterion jitter can explain the last psychophysical property of blindsight, that detection sensitivity (d 0 ) is lower than expected based on the sensitivity of forced-choice discrimination tasks [21] .
It is often stated that detection sensitivity (d 0 ) and detection criterion are mathematically independent. The former reflects the extent of the overlap between the two distributions for internal response, whereas the latter reflects a decision strategy or rule. However, as we have explained earlier, jittering criteria for confidence ratings can effectively lower type II performance, because jitter decreases the consistency of the subject's decisions. A similar relationship holds between the detection criterion and detection sensitivity. If the criterion for detection jitters, trials that are supposed to be hits will occasionally become misses (when the criterion happens to be too high due to jitter), and trials that are supposed to be correct rejections will occasionally become false alarms (when the criterion happens to be too low). Figure 3 gives an intuitive graphical account of why a jittering detection criterion effectively lowers detection sensitivity.
Indeed, Azzopardi & Cowey [27] , who reported that detection sensitivity was lower than expected in a blindsight patient, also reported behavioural evidence pointing towards criterion jitter in detection, and argued that this may be an explanation of why the patient's detection sensitivity was low [21] . It is worth noting, however, that although Azzopardi & Cowey proposed criterion jitter as an explanation for low detection sensitivity, they did not consider this explanation to be related to metacognition, as this aspect of blindsight was derived from type I receiver operator characteristic curves. We argue that these aspects are indeed metacognitive, at least, in a limited sense. Criterion setting depends on representations about other internal representations, i.e. knowledge about the statistical distributions of the internal perceptual response.
One may wonder, if criterion jitter effectively lowers detection sensitivity, would it not do the same to discrimination sensitivity as well? If it does, then it cannot account for the finding that detection sensitivity is too low with respect to the sensitivity of forced-choice discrimination, because both sensitivities would be reduced. The answer is that indeed, if the criterion for discrimination were to jitter, then sensitivity for discrimination would also be effectively lowered. As it turns out, however, even though detection criteria are unstable because of repeated misrepresentations of internal response distributions, this should not affect the criterion for discrimination, assuming that both stimulus distributions are misrepresented by the same amount. To see this, we can examine figure 1c, taking the mean of the noise 'jittering' criterion 'jittering' distributions lowered detection sensitivity (higher apparent variance) Figure 3 . A graphical representation of why jittering the detection criterion leads to underestimation or effective lowering of detection sensitivity. Jittering the detection criterion is effectively identical to jittering the distributions, because with respect to detection behaviour, the scale of the horizontal axis is not critical. Therefore, given four conditions (left column) where different criteria are set, we can conceptualize them as equivalent to four conditions where the criterion is constant, but the distributions themselves move around (middle column). If we average these four conditions over a large number of trials, higher effective variances result for both distributions, thereby lowering detection sensitivity.
distribution to be the origin: assuming equal variances, as long as
, the optimal discrimination criterion always lies on the line y ¼ x, that is, exactly halfway between the distributions on the discrimination axis, regardless of the value of d 0 (A). To summarize, we have described a possible account for the four psychophysical properties of blindsight described in §4. In short, the explanation is that after a lesion to the primary visual cortex, the internal response strength drops drastically. Perhaps because this drop is so drastic, and perhaps also because the connections between the visual areas and the higher cortical areas responsible for learning are also damaged, the brain fails to 'learn' the new representations of internal response distributions. Because of this, the brain continues to rely on its old, pre-lesion representations, and therefore generate conservative criteria for detection and discrimination confidence. As such a situation is suboptimal, however, the brain continues futilely to attempt to update the representations by trying different values ('jittering') and seeing if the outcome becomes more desirable, i.e. if the decisions and confidence ratings become more optimal. This leads to jittering discrimination confidence criteria, as well as to jittering detection criteria. These translate into lowered type II performance and lowered detection sensitivity (d 0 ). Alternative explanations for conservative detection criterion include the Neyman -Pearson lemma [26] , as well as a reliance on distributions from the sighted hemifield, as proposed by Gorea & Sagi [31] . These explanations are not in contradiction to our account, but our account has the advantage of explaining all of the four psychophysical signatures we have discussed within the same mechanism. We do not argue that our account is the only possible explanation, but we submit that it is a parsimonious possibility, partially supported by empirical data [21] . Next, we show in a computer simulation that our account can produce results that are qualitatively similar to actual data.
(c) Computer simulations
In our computer simulations, we sought to construct an algorithm, based on which an observer (the agent in the simulation) could try to set an optimal criterion based on feedback in visual tasks. The observer could thereby implicitly learn the distributions of internal responses. We show that under a small reduction in the average strength of internal responses for the target present condition, the algorithm can learn to update the relevant criteria to achieve optimality. However, if the reduction in internal response strength is too drastic, then the algorithm may fail to update the criteria and internal representations for the distributions. This results in detection and discrimination behaviour that are similar to those observed in blindsight, as described earlier.
Owing to the inefficiency and required resources presumably associated with keeping track of entire distributions (but see Zemel et al. [32] , which argues that this can perhaps be done efficiently), we used a simple recursive heuristic as a possible mechanism for detection criterion learning. In particular, given a starting criterion, we had the simulation run a small number of detection trials with said criterion, and then calculate the logarithm of the estimated likelihood ratio (log b) between the probabilities of the target being present and absent, respectively (see §2). When log b at some value is equal to zero, it means that at that internal response strength, it is equally likely that the target is present or absent. In tasks where the target is presented exactly 50 per cent of the time, a detection criterion set at this point can maximize detection accuracy [26] ; the algorithm aims to move the criterion to this optimal point. In each iteration (or 'run'), the criterion was also shifted to the left and the right, and feedback information was collected at those neighbouring points. Log b values for the starting criterion were then compared with those to its left and right; the criterion that was found to give a log b value closest to zero (the value at the optimum) was chosen to be the criterion for the next iteration. A certain number of runs were previously determined as the maximum memory capacity of the system; subsequent log b values were calculated using all available data at that criterion within memory (if any), in addition to the new trials performed per run. In reality, we expect that in most cases, any similar algorithm with a substantial memory capacity should be able to track down the optimal criterion with reasonable accuracy; alternative algorithms that should be able to perform the same learning objective include those that attempt to minimize prediction errors (see Rao [33] ), but the simple heuristic we have described here does not involve predictive coding.
After each iteration, an implicit representation of the internal response distributions was updated, based on the detection criterion for that iteration. We call these distributions' representations 'implicit' because, as in previous research [34] , only the detection criterion itself was explicitly represented. The mean values for the internal response distributions were estimated based on simplifying assumptions (see §2). Using a two-rating ('low' and 'high' confidence) system, confidence criteria for discrimination were also scaled based on the implicit estimates of the internal response distributions; in essence, this is based on the 'triangle' relationship between detection and discrimination as depicted in figure 2b . Below, we detail the parameters used in our simulation.
METHODS (a) Computer simulation
The computer simulation was programmed in MATLAB, v. 7.13.0 (R2011b), on a Macintosh computer (OS X v. 10.7).
An equal-variance Gaussian model with unit variance was assumed. Because the model assumes unit variance, true detection sensitivity (d 0 ) is equal to the distance between the means of the two distributions, in units. Detection sensitivity was originally set at 6, and starting criterion was set halfway between the distributions at three units (value on an arbitrary scale of 'internal response', where zero is the mean for the target absent condition). In scenario 1, d 0 was reduced three times by increments of 1.833, i.e. from 6 to 4.167, then 2.33, and finally 0.5, whereas in scenario 2, d 0 was reduced directly to 0.5. True discrimination sensitivity was calculated as merely ffiffiffi 2 p times true detection sensitivity.
In each scenario, the simulation performed 2000 'runs' for each of the following three task types: detection of stimulus A, detection of stimulus B, and discrimination between A and B, where A and B are independent and uncorrelated stimuli. (For detection, this corresponded to 500 runs per sensitivity level for scenario 1, whereas in scenario 2, the first 500 runs were performed at d 0 ¼ 6 and the next 1500 runs were performed at d 0 ¼ 0.5.) Runs were randomly interleaved, for a total of 6000 runs. In each detection run, 25 signal and 25 noise trials were randomly interleaved, and responses were collected using the most recently updated criterion. Fifty further trials (25 signal and 25 noise) were performed using criteria a small interval (0.05 units in this simulation) to the left and right of the most recent criterion, for a total of 150 trials per detection run.
Memory capacity for both scenarios was set at 250 runs. At the end of each detection run, log b (natural logarithm of the likelihood ratio) was calculated for each of the three criteria used using all of the data in memory for each criterion value from previous trials, as below (see Wickens [35] for derivation)
where f is the false alarm rate, h is the hit rate and Z is the inverse cumulative Gaussian function. The criterion that yielded the smallest absolute value of log b (i.e. closest to zero) was chosen for use in the next detection run. In other words, in each run, the observer moves the criterion among the three neighbouring points, and after a total of 150 trials, chooses the point among the three that is most likely to be optimal. Criteria were tracked separately for detection A and detection B runs.
In cases where f and/or h were zero (thereby rendering log b infinite or undefined), we interpreted this as the brain not receiving any worthwhile information from the run, and thus instructed the simulation to randomly select one of the three criteria as the criterion for the next run. In realistic terms, the interpretation is that at the tails of the distributions, hit rates and false alarm rates become extreme, making it difficult for the brain to collect useful information. The observer may have no other choice but to attempt to explore randomly along the decision dimension in search of the optimal value.
In discrimination runs, the discrimination criterion was placed exactly halfway between the signal distributions (i.e. at the optimal value) for reasons stated in the main text. For the purposes of this simulation, we used a two-confidence-rating system; taking the midpoint between the projected stimulus distributions to be zero, the discrimination confidence criteria were set as follows:
where l represent criteria for discrimination confidence (l conf ) and detection (l det ). Essentially, this equation places confidence criteria exactly halfway between the optimal discrimination criterion and the projected stimulus distributions. This divided the discrimination axis into four parts, with the outer parts representing 'high confidence' and the inner parts representing 'low confidence' (figure 1b).
With the confidence criteria in place, 50 discrimination trials (stimuli A and B were presented 25 times each, randomly interleaved) were performed in each run, and responses and confidence ratings were collected.
(b) Data analysis For both scenarios, we calculated detection and discrimination accuracies; detection and discrimination sensitivities; discrimination confidence-accuracy correlation; percentage of 'low' confidence-rating responses; and meta-d 0 , a bias-free measure that assesses the correspondence between accuracy and confidence [36] . All measures except for confidence-accuracy correlation and meta-d 0 were assessed every 1000 trials. Degrees of freedom for Student's t-tests result from the fact that each measure was calculated a total of 100 times; comparisons in the main text between scenario 1 after the third reduction and scenario 2 after the first and only reduction thus entailed 25 þ 75 ¼ 100 observations. Confidence-accuracy correlation and meta-d 0 were calculated over all post-reduction trials in each scenario.
Accuracy was defined as the sum of the number of hits and the number of correct rejections divided by total number of trials. Measured detection and discrimination sensitivity were calculated using the well-known result, as follows
Undefined or infinite d 0 values were taken as missing data points. Confidence-accuracy correlation refers to the linear correlation between discrimination confidence ('low' ¼ 1, 'high' ¼ 2) and accuracy (incorrect ¼ 0, correct ¼ 1) across the trials in question using Pearson's product-moment correlation coefficient. 'Low' confidence percentage was defined as simply the number of 'low' confidence ratings occurring during the runs in question divided by the total number of trials during the said runs. Finally, meta-d 0 was calculated using the type 2 SDT analysis functions found at http://www.columbia.edu/~bsm2105/type2sdt/.
RESULTS
We show that in scenario 1, the algorithm successfully learns to update the criterion to the optimal location after each small reduction (figure 4a), giving good values for detection sensitivity and measures of type II discrimination performance (figure 5). In scenario 2 ('blindsight'), however, we found that the algorithm fails to place the criterion in the optimal location, merely jittering it around its starting location (figure 4b). The effective detection sensitivity and type II discrimination performance are correspondingly reduced, and An SDT explanation of blindsight Y. Ko & H. Lau 1407 average confidence rating is also much lower than in scenario 1 ( figure 5) .
Here, we compare the data for scenario 1 after the third reduction against the data for scenario 2 after the first and only reduction, thus matching for true detection and discrimination sensitivity. Detection accuracy was significantly higher in scenario 1 (59.7%) than in scenario 2 (50.5%), t(98) ¼ 42.55, figure 5b ). For the discrimination task, the correlation between confidence rating and response accuracy over all post-reduction trials was lower in scenario 2 (r ¼ 0.06) than in scenario 1 (r ¼ 0.12; figure 5c ). The percentage of 'low' confidence responses was significantly higher in scenario 2 (93.7%) than in scenario 1 (25.9%; figure 5d), t(98) ¼ 38.24, p , 10
259
. The fact that the confidence-accuracy correlation was small in both scenario 1 and 2 is probably because such correlation is largely dependent on discrimination sensitivity (d 0 ) [24] . Although the values differed between scenario 1 and 2, it is not straightforward to assess whether the size of the effect was large or small, because the absolute value of the correlation is not easy to interpret. In order to also control for effects of type I and II criteria [24] , as an additional measure of type II discrimination performance, we applied the bias-free measure meta-d 0 [36] , which also assesses the correspondence between accuracy and confidence. Because meta-d 0 and d 0 are measured on the same scale [36] , we were able to compare meta-d 0 trials with different discrimination d 0 by calculating the ratio between meta-d 0 and d 0 . A ratio of exactly 1 would mean that one's confidence ratings are perfectly diagnostic of one's response accuracy, whereas a ratio of less than 1 would indicate reduced type II capacity; a ratio of zero would indicate no metacognitive capacity whatsoever. After the reductions in signal strength, the ratio values were 0.93 and 0.75, respectively, for scenario 1 and 2. This suggests that, in scenario 2, there was considerable drop (ca 20%) in metacognitive efficiency.
The simulation results show that the model we have described in this study, with its conservative jittering criteria caused by signal strength reduction and failed learning (scenario 2), can qualitatively account for these observed properties of blindsight: (i) subjects perform virtually at chance for detection tasks, but can perform above-chance in a discrimination (2AFC) task; (ii) subjects' confidence ratings tend to be low in discrimination; (iii) are not very diagnostic of accurate discrimination responses; and (iv) subjects' detection sensitivity is lower than expected considering their discrimination sensitivity.
However, it is important to note that this is a very simplistic simulation. Some obvious limitations of the model are as follows: the learning algorithm calculates log b based on hit and false alarm rates (see §2); this assumes the presence of feedback. Moreover, in cases where the criterion is very conservative, in earlier iterations hit and/or false alarm rates may well be zero, causing log b to become infinite or undefined. To resolve this, we resorted to a simple work-around explained in §2. Also, the slow speed with which the log b algorithm (with our parameters) attains the optimal value suggests that the existence of multiple complementary learning mechanisms certainly cannot be discounted. Another point of concern is that the algorithm does not necessarily learn the optimal criterion at the same speed for two separate detection tasks (i.e. for stimulus A versus for stimulus B), and thus at some intermediate stage the criterion used for each task may be different. This, in turn, may confound the placement of confidence criteria for discrimination and affect measures of type II discrimination performance during learning. Finally, our model assumes equal variance for noise and stimulus distributions, as well as equal variance before and after signal reduction (i.e. lesion). This, of course, may not be the case in reality, and though it is still possible to project the location of the distributions given these variance parameters, the brain may not have access to such information (e.g. post-lesion signal variance), at least at first. With the appropriate heuristics, these can be learned, however, and so we believe that our model can still be adapted to unequal-variance cases.
With these limitations, we certainly do not claim that our model is the best or a biologically realistic account of blindsight. However, here we have demonstrated a basic 'proof of concept', to show that psychophysical properties of blindsight can be explained in terms of criterion learning within a unifying framework.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Here, we have presented a signal detection theoretic account of some essential psychophysical features of blindsight. In this account, though blindsight is typically a result of lesion to the primary visual cortex, the underlying mechanism is essentially 'higher-order' in a certain sense: it is not damage to the primary visual cortex itself that drives the phenomenology of blindsight, but rather, the fact that damage leads to suboptimal criterion setting, which itself is a process that may depend on the prefrontal cortex [5] .
Pasquali and co-workers [37] have also developed a formal model of blindsight that is similar in spirit to the model presented here. They trained a connectionist model to place wagers on its own performance (akin to giving confidence ratings). They showed that after damage to the early sensory system, the model can simulate the unusual pattern-wagering behaviour observed in an actual blindsight patient. Compared with our signal detection theoretic approach, their model is perhaps more mechanistic and accounts for the mechanism of how one learns to represent the statistical behaviour of the internal sensory response. However, our account deals with various psychophysical features, such as detection criteria and sensitivity, and is closer to certain data [27] . Thus, the two approaches complement each other and offer different levels of explanation.
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Recent advances in anatomical and physiological studies in blindsight [10 -17] , especially those in non-human primates [8, 9] , shed light on the underlying mechanism. However, most of these studies focus on early sensory mechanisms, and/or how subcortical activity may support blindsight after the cortex is damaged. On the other hand, brain imaging studies suggest that in humans, blindsight may critically depend on activity in the prefrontal cortex [14, 15, 38] . Together with the account presented here, this suggests that future studies could perhaps focus more on 'higher-order' mechanisms that are responsible for criterion setting and perceptual decision-making, as they may be key to understanding some essential aspects of blindsight.
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